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Fractionation Seduction
Are you always the friend, and never the lover? Wonder why women can't seem to desire you
the way you deserve? Wonder no more. Bad Boys Finish First: How to Stop Being the Nice
Guy and Become the Man Women Can't Resist will explain the evolutionary basis for why
women love jerks--and how you can turn that to your advantage. Bad Boys Finish First offers
easy, proven dating tips any guy can follow. Whether your goal is seduction or a lasting
relationship, you'll discover how to awaken the deepest desires in any woman. Inside the Book:
How to be comfortable with your own masculinity The importance of not investing in any one
woman Why you should tell her she looks fat in that dress The power of making statements,
not asking questions The tests all women will give you--and how to pass them, every time And
much more! You CAN escape the friendzone. Grab Bad Boys Finish First today, and watch as
women flock to your side!
You met a girl you like, have a nice chat with her and you get her number. Now what next? If
you are too nervous or anxious to call her, then the next best thing would be to text her. But,
how are you going to do that without coming off too strong or boring? What words should you
use and how do you use them? How do you increase your odds of possibly moving forward to
ask the girl out on a date through text? If you'd like to learn how to text a girl you like and win
her over, then keep reading… You Are About To Discover How To Master The Art Of Texting
Spellbinding Texts That Will Wow Any Girl And Make Her Fall Head Over Heels For You In No
Time! The dating world has evolved so much especially in this 21st century. Online dating has
become the new way of finding soul mates and meeting new interesting people. This has been
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made possible through texts, which have become the norm in today's society due to the
introduction of new social media and mobile apps. However, even with all the apps that exist, if
you don't know how to text a lady in the right way then you will not stand a chance with her.
Women are sensitive people and therefore everything you do or say to them will determine
how she responds to you. Fortunately, texting gives you an edge with any woman because it
allows you to come up with enticing and witty responses at the comfort of where you are. By
virtue that you are here, it is likely you already know all this and want to cut the chase in the
learning process, with all the questions going through your mind. Perhaps you are wondering…
What exactly do you text a girl to make her like you? How long should you take before texting
her? How can you know if she's into you by the way she's texting? If you have any of these
and other related questions, this will be subject to discussion in this book. Here is a preview of
what to expect: Ways to text a girl properly and build rapport with her and the three main
texting styles you can use The most important ground rules for texting a girl How you can learn
and know the girl by how she texts and responds to your messages Things that lead to
unreturned texts and what to do if she doesn't text back How to split between calls and texts so
that they don't interfere with each other The 5 most damaging mistakes to avoid when texting a
girl and how you can avoid them The myths about women you should ignore and what to avoid
texting her Sure fire texting tips that will make you very attractive and how to react to the
different texting styles of women And much more One wrong move or word and she will lose
interest faster than the snap of a finger. But with this comprehensive and easy to follow guide,
you can be rest assured that you will be able to get the woman you like, even if you consider
yourself shy and not so good with women. Are you ready to discover how mastery of texting
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women can turn your love life around? If you are, Scroll up and click Buy Now With 1-Click or
Buy Now to get started today!
Welcome to the wonderfully weird World War Two... The Second World War was the bloodiest
on record. It was the first total war in history when civilians - men, women and children - were
on the front line as never before. With so many millions involved, the rumour machine went into
overdrive, tall stories built on fear of the unknown. With so much at stake, boffins battled with
each other to build ever more bizarre weapons to outgun the enemy. Nazi Germany alone had
so many government-orchestrated foibles that they would be funny if they were not so tragic.
Parachuting sheep? Pilot pigeons? Rifles that fire round corners? Men who never were? You
will find them all in these pages, the weird, wonderful and barely believable tales from World
War Two.
Ever wondered how female mind thinks and behaves?Get inside a female mind and learn
techniques to manage it. In this book, you will learn about How to create LONG LASTING
attraction with girls, using the holy grail method of seduction, Fractionation (Science backed
seduction method). What to say to a girl while meeting for the FIRST TIME? How to text to girls
? Four MOST IMPORTANT, never failing rules of texting. How to flirt with girls in sexual
manner ? TWO SOLID never failing rules of flirting. How to successively avoid/pass 'NICE
GUY' tests ? Top three Methods to avoid 'Dump Test' and 'Bitching Test'. What is the GIRLS
BIGGEST TURN OFF ? Learn about NUMBER ONE thing any girl hates the most in any MAN.
How to approach any girl without fearing rejection? How to get a girl talking ? How to continue
conversation without getting stuck? You need this ONLY ONE method to talk to girl for hours.
Which ONE THING WOMEN LOVE the most in their MAN? Four Subtle Tests of women and
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methods to beat them. PROXIMITY TEST SILENT TREATMENT TEST SOCIAL VALUE TEST
EMOTIONAL DRAMA TEST Read excerpt from the book about Fractionation. "You created a
fractionation pattern by successively creating pain and pleasure response. Further you are the
cause of both.This is the basic of all techniques of dealing with women. You create both pain
and pleasure in quick succession and some times in one sentence like ' You look good but
your hair could have been better'. Most guys there focus only on pleasure and fail to deliver
emotional ups and downs, which women crave". Read one more about 'Rules of texting' "vii.
Never be too available. This is again a test by girl to know your status. If you are always free
for her, your value goes down. viii. Never chat with her for longer duration, especially when she
is free. She will use you for time pass and dump you! Chat only when she is busy and finds
time from her busy slot for you. Create false timestamps and ways to leave conversation early.
Tell her beforehand at times that you have to go after 10 minutes. Create time constraints. A
common trick used by girls to test your 'nice guy' status is to attract you, give attention for
some time and then slowly back off ! yes this evil!" Before I go, few TIPS for dealing with
women. Be confident.Fake it if you don't have it. No tricks are bigger than genuine confidence.
Dress in an stylish manner. Get a haircut from better saloon. Fashion and style are primary
weakness of women. However inane they might sound to you but good dressing sense works.
Never and I say never let any women know that you are interested in her. She will try all ways
to get that interest out of you. Be ambiguous. Flirt but never say explicitly that you love
her.Never. It is always more effective to be emotional with women. Find emotion in stray dog
and they will love you like addicts. Women are emotional junkies. Never take any word of
women on face value. They do rant about things, complain but never feel it that deeply. Never
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apologize or justify your actions. Say 'I love you' or 'You are cute ' in place of explanation.
"One of the world's most vaunted dating experts shows you what to text, when to text it, and
why... So you can get the dates and girlfriends you deserve..." -In a world where everything moves fast, you need a dating tactics that work fast as well. You
can't sit and wait for life to happen, you have to make things happen. You can't go through life
wishing and hopping for the best, you have to go for what you want and desire. So, here is a
killer dating book that will make you a wonder to your friends. A book that women won't like
you to read. Because, it will give you secrets that will make you irresistible and put you in
command of the dating dynamics. And women don't want that. They want to be the ones
calling the shots. Conservatively speaking, Reading this book will make you dangerously
attractive to attractive women. Read it at your own risk :)
Seduction is typically thought of as a woman's task, but every man knows that it's equally
important to seduce your lady. Being the complex individuals that we (women) are, some men
find it difficult enticing and titillating their female partner. While you may desire your partner
with the intensity of a thousand super novae, how do you stoke even a fraction of that sense of
desire in her? This book has more than a handful of tips and tricks on navigating the twisting
path towards getting your partner on board to culminate your sexual desires. You'll learn
exactly which buttons to push - and how to push them - to drive your woman wild and wanting,
ranging from various erogenous zones of her female anatomy, to specifically how to present
yourself in the most attractive way. In short, I can help you have her all over you in no time.
Get started now to master the art of seduction, and make your bedroom activities much more
exciting for both you and your lucky lady.
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Learn how to manipulate, seduce, and attract anyone at any time. This book is written for those
that want to wield immense power with merely their words. The brilliant tactics explored inside
are proven to work; used by the world's best businessmen, politicians, and world leaders. This
audiobook will show you: * How to use seduction to subtly control the actions of others *
Proven manipulation tactics used by the top 1% in the world * How to build attraction within the
first ten minutes of meeting someone * How to properly analyze anyone's strengths and
weaknesses quickly * The scientifically proven laws of influence that you can use in every
aspect of your life. You will learn these forbidden tactics that will allow you to manipulate and
seduce others at your will. Manipulation psychology is a fast-paced, hard-hitting book of facts
and studies. This book is not for the faint of heart and exposes the secrets of manipulation,
attraction, and seduction. Purchase today!
After the discovery that elements were commonly composed of isotopes, there developed a
range of studies of the variability of isotopic compositions in Earth materials, which was able to
add to our understanding of Earth processes and history. This collection of chapters from the
Treatise on Geochemistry describes the range of isotopic studies. The chapters are grouped
into the following categories: light stable isotopes, radiogenic tracers, noble gases and
radioactive tracers. The first three groups depend on mass spectrometric measurements. The
section on radioactive tracers employs both radioactive counting techniques and the newly
developed accelerator mass spectrometric techniques. Comprehensive, interdisciplinary and
authoritative content selected by leading subject experts Robust illustrations, figures and tables
Affordably priced sampling of content from the full Treatise on Geochemistry
Want to become the type of man women go weak at the knees for? Want to be able to ignite
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primal attraction? If you would like to become the type of man women find irresistible... and do
it even if you're currently the "nice guy" who always gets put in the friend zone... then this book
will show you how. How will you learn to Unlock Her Legs? The #1 worst mistake most guys
make with women. It instantly kills attraction and makes women see you as sexually repulsive.
(Hint: It's way more common than you might think.) Why women love jerks. (And how you can
get laid like a bad boy... without being a complete asshole.) The type of men women have
evolved to find irresistible, and how you can use this to trigger instinctive attraction Why you
should do less for women and kill your inner nice guy execution style How to get physical and
take her to bed with ease How to weaponize flirting to create intense sexual tension. (Even if
you're currently the world's clumsiest flirt.) Why you should tell her she looks fat in that dress
And much, much more! To unlock her attraction... and her legs, click the BUY button at the top
of this page.
Argues that our responses to the threat of our own inconsistency determine the fabric of
human culture.
THE 2.5 MILLION COPY SELLING WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON MEN WILL DENY IT,
WOMEN WILL DOUBT IT. I BEG YOU FOR YOUR FORGIVENESS IN ADVANCE . . . The
Game recounts the incredible adventures of an everyday man who transforms himself from a
shy, awkward writer into the quick-witted, smooth-talking Style, a character irresistible to
women. But just when life is better than he could ever have dreamed, he falls head over heels
for a woman who can beat him at his own game. Jaw-dropping and hilarious, The Game
reveals the naked truth about sex, love, relationships - and getting exactly what you want.

Ross Jeffries is founder of the worldwide seduction community and the creator of
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Speed Seduction(R). Since 1988, he's taught thousands of men from every walk of life
how to enjoy the success with women they've always wanted, without the 5 B's:
bullying, begging, buying, b.s. and booze. Secrets of Speed Seduction Mastery is the
result of over a year of teaching and training the members in his elite coaching
program. What you will read are the transcripts of his answers to students and
instructional video modules, plus the transcripts of the twice a month coaching calls.
For more information on great RJ products, events, and consulting, go to:
www.seduction.com. Viva La Seducciòn!
Clostridia is one of the largest bacterial genera with an enormous potential for
biotechnical and medical applications. Despite growing scientific, medical, and
industrial interest, information on basic methods, biochemical fundamentals, clinical
practice, industrial applications, and novel developments remains scattered in a variety
of research ar
People can be so resistant to your ideas. Wouldn't you like to be able to slip into
someone's mind and make him or her do your bidding? Since the days of crazy CIA
mind control experiments, a series of highly secretive methods of subliminal mind
control have been available. But they have been kept under wraps because of their
power. Now you can find them out for yourself and make your life what you want it to be
by gaining control over the minds of others. Subliminal psychology is a special and top
secret science that explores how to enter someone's subconscious mind. There, you
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can plant ideas that the person will start acting on without knowing why. Using signals,
gestures, images, scents, sounds, touch, and words, you can influence someone
tremendously and very stealthily. No one will know why they do the things they do
under your influence. Subliminal psychology has a huge variety of uses. In this book,
you will learn how to use it for seduction and settling conflict in your personal
relationships. You will also use it to beat the odds in competitions. You will learn how to
use it to make work better for you, and to gain dominance over others. You will learn
how to apply it to parenting and relationships of all kinds. Finally, you will learn how to
utilize it on yourself to bring out your best, end bad habits, and build confidence and selfesteem through positive thinking. Hack your own mind. Or hack others'. The secrets to
how are all in these pages.
This book is a manual to the best-hidden secrets in regards to finding the hottest
women in the world and make them want you. Here, you will learn everything you need
to know in what regards the way a hot woman thinks, what she secretly desires, and
how to be a part of it. Your days of chasing women around and make them like you are
over. Because, now and for the first time ever, you are offered a clear and step-by-step
map, showing you where to find the hottest women in the world, and how to make them
want to sleep with you. This book couldn’t be clearer in its approach and more
dangerous if falling into the wrong hands. Use it wisely, and you will be a happy man for
the rest of your life. Many guys followed the strategies outlined here and found hot
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girlfriends after years of loneliness.
A Sure System for Getting Any Girl You Want In Seven MinutesLulu Press, Inc
Professional techniques and procedures for doing outstanding hypnotherapy using
direct suggestion, convincers, covert testing, age regression and more. This is an
exciting new book for professionals who are using hypnotherapy in their work (or would
like to).It is highly organized and readable, and outlines and explains some of the most
powerful and reliable techniques and procedures available to the modern
hypnotherapist. A treasure of over 180 Hypnotherapy Techniques and Procedures that
lead to successful hypnotherapy including: how to hypnotize every client, how to show
every client that he or she was hypnotized, how to make your hypnotic suggestions
more powerful than ever, how to make each session 10 times more powerful than the
last one, how to covertly test your clients and use convincers that cannot fail, how to
expertly conduct age regression sessions that are successful, how to work with overlyanalytical, resistant or nervous clients, and how to amaze your clients and receive
referrals from other professionals.
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian?
Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability
to create illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the
compelling figure who is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once.
When raised to the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has
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toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually
designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: the characters and the
process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of
the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the
seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target.
Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and
'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify
victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a
fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win
over. The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's
greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally bestselling
author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
How to Approach Girls and Get Them Intoxicated With You. Let's say that you're just a
chill dude who still can't quite grasp the best way to approach an unfamiliar woman in a
public space. Your confusion is okay. Dating and flirting is, in general, an awkward thing
to do and that goes double for when you're going up and introducing yourself to
someone out of nowhere. But guess what? That is why we are sharing the Hidden
Code of Attraction with you in this book. Read it.
An exciting and original analysis of the development of capitalist classes, such as the
Freemasons, that cross national boundaries in the global political economy. This
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innovative book focuses on: * an historical perspective on class formation under
capitalism and its transnational integration * international relations between the Englishspeaking centre of capital and successive contender states. The author develops a
broad-ranging and thorough understanding of class in the process of globalization. He
does so within several theoretical frameworks shedding much light on this important
topic.
This gentlemen is so underrated ! I have purchased the book written by him and oh
boy, it was pure gold. You have changed my entire notion of thinking about the girls.
Bless you sir. Keep writing." (Via Quora Comments)Ever wondered what women really
want and why? Why your girlfriend behaves irrationally ? Author writes on Quora (2500
followers, 3 million views) and runs his own blog (Hemantpandeyblog.com). Book
Rated 4.33 on Good Reads. Hemant was a typical die hard romantic, writing love
sonnets and letters to women he loved. Even after pouring his heart out he faced
countless problems with women in his life. Changing mood of girls, suddenly going
cold, neglecting etc. He started by classic psychology textbooks and was utterly
disappointed. d104books teach nothing about women psychology or seduction (May be
due to its controversial nature), similar to reproductive systems being treated in biology
textbooks.Author started his quest in other seduction books. (Just like we learn sex
through porn). The problem was immense again. Many of these books are fake and the
methods simply don't work. Out of 1000s of pick up artist books and seduction material
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on 100s of websites, only a handful worked. It took 10 years for author to try and test
almost all books on the subject. Second problem was that although these methods
really work (No doubt about it), these books never teach you why they work. All
methods are basically trial and error. In this book author solved these two problems. All
material reinvented (10 years research) and rewritten (modified) by avoiding those
which never work. Author devised 100s of entirely new methods which really work in
any given scenario with any girl for any man (irrespective of his looks or personality).
Every method discussed is supported by logic. Why the method works? This book will
definitely save 1000s of hours in researching every book available on the planet, testing
all of them and selecting best from the rest. You will learn Avoid FRIEND (PET) ZONE,
Nice Guys Test, 'Dump Test' and 'Bitching Test'. Rules of TEXTING, how much, how
long, what things to avoid? Get your GIRLFRIEND BACK after silence zone built after a
fight or break up (entirely new 'ice breaker text method'.) 10 Most Important points in
Modern Dating (Things to avoid). Secret Art of deep seduction (Fractionation) Making a
girl fall in trance like love with you FOREVER. DOMINATE GIRLS to be subservient by
using entirely new emotional Vaccination and Soft Dumping method. GIRLS BIGGEST
TURN OFF and only ONE THING WOMEN LOVE the most in any MAN. Excerpt from
the book: Fractionation and Rules of d104ing "You created a fractionation pattern by
successively creating pain and pleasure response. Further you are the cause of
both.This is the basic of all techniques of dealing with women. You create both pain and
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pleasure in quick succession and some times in one sentence like ' You look good but
your hair could have been better'. Most guys there focus only on pleasure and fail to
deliver emotional ups and downs, which women crave". "vii. Never be too available.
This is again a test by girl to know your status. If you are always free for her, your value
goes down. viii. Never chat with her for longer duration, especially when she is free.
She will use you for time pass and dump you! "
For thousands of years fragrance has been used, across many varied cultures, for
altering mental and emotional states, and as part of spiritual practice. This book
explores the impact of fragrance on the psyche from biological, anthropological,
perfumery and aromatherapy viewpoints. Beginning with an exploration of our olfactory
system and a discussion of the language of odour, the book examines the ways in
which fragrance can influence our perceptions and experiences. It introduces us to a
broad range of fragrance types – woody, resinous, spicy, herbaceous, agrestic, floral
and citrus, as well as the attars that form part of Unani Tibb medicine. Traditional and
contemporary uses and the mood-enhancing properties of fragrance types are
presented. The book then provides an overview of the theoretical and philosophical
frameworks that have been used to analyse how and why we choose fragrance. Finally
readers are given guidance on how to cultivate their olfactory palate, which reveals a
new dimension in the use of fragrance to enhance wellbeing. This book offers a wealth
of knowledge on plant aromatics and the powerful influence of fragrance on wellbeing.
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It will be of particular interest to aromatherapists, perfumers, psychotherapists,
ethnobotanists and anthropologists.
Seduction is one of the areas of life which has the potential to bring people the most
pleasure and the most pain. If people are able to effectively move through life getting
what they want and need out of romance and relationships then they are sure to be
spared the pain of heartbreak and loneliness. If people are unable to master this area of
existence then they set themselves up for disappointment and despair. Most people
stumble through life, never taking conscious control of their seductive efforts, never
figuring out exactly what it is that makes some people masters of seduction, and other
people permanently alone and bitter. This book entitled Dark Seduction by Michael
Pace represents the pinnacle of dark seductive knowledge which has been collected,
tested and understood by the seduction community. The fact that a secret society of
seducers exists at all will be news to some people. This knowledge is so powerful that
some governments have literally banned people from teaching it within their nation.
Some of the most devastatingly effective pickup techniques of all time are detailed
within these pages. They may shock and surprise readers - but they may well seduce
them at the same time. What follows is a practical, psychological and philosophical
exploration of the topic of seduction, conducted from a dark perspective. It aims only to
uncover the truth behind the secrets of seduction and present real, tried and tested
information without any spin, gloss or romantic distortion. The book is not for the faint of
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heart or weak of mind. It is amoral and will shock many. Proceed with caution.
How does it work, seducing someone from the opposite sex? Well, in our biology, there
are basic instincts which everyone has to some extent. Some people are harder to get
than others, but everyone is susceptible to seduction, and each gender is, in a general
sense, different.What makes a man masculine? What makes a woman feminine?
These are two of the most important questions we'll answer, because in them lies the
key to becoming attractive. Many people don't understand what they are doing, though,
and with these golden nuggets of knowledge, you can rise above that. Become your
sexiest, most attractive, most loveable self by applying these gems of wisdom.
How we see and how we visualize: why the scientific account differs from our
experience.
Volume 2.
Are you single and looking to form a meaningful and healthy relationship? Have you
tried all sorts of ways to get a woman you like to no avail, are tired of being single and
are looking for a complete guide that can show you the ins and outs that separate the
Casanovas of this world with the masses that struggle with women? If you've answered
YES, keep reading… You Are About To Discover The Secret Strategies That Men That
Have An Easy Time Attracting All Kinds Of Women Use To Their Advantage To
Approach, Flirt, Attract, Date And Seduce Their Women! They say nice guys finish last.
As a nice guy, I know firsthand just how life can get especially when it comes to dealing
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with women. You just sit on the sidelines watching courageous men have their way with
the best girls that you've probably been eying. You also wonder why seemingly nice
women that should know better would be dating men that treat them like trash, have
multiple women and wonder… How can I stop being a spectator on matters dating? How
can I stop being passive and be courageous enough to approach, flirt with, attract, date
and seduce the women I have been seeing slip past me? How do I stop feeling like a
loser? How do I build my confidence around women, stop acting up, being lost for
words and more? How do I up my game to ensure women can't help but want to be
around me? How do I build a magnetic charisma that attracts the women that I have
always wanted? How do I understand women and use that to my benefit in the dating
scene? If you have these and other related questions, this 3 in 1 book is for you so
keep reading, as it covers the ins and outs of dating in a language that you will find
easy to follow to turn your dating life around. More precisely, you will learn: The ins and
outs of flirting, including why most men suck at flirting and how to quickly and easily
master the art of flirting How to improve yourself and eliminate the fear of rejection How
to create that fun and flirty vibe before getting to physical flirting The mistakes most
men do and how to avoid them How to use conversation to establish a deep connection
with any lady The right time to approach and make your move How to gain an attractive
body language Dating rules that all men should follow Whether you are Mr. Nice Guy
and why you must kill the Nice guy inside you What most women want in a man The
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proper way to text a girl and build a rapport What to do when she doesn't text back and
the things that lead to unretuned texts How to split between calls and texts All about the
art of push and pull And much more Yes, even if you feel lost and as if your situation is
a hopeless one where you can never break the cycle of finding nice women that you
like then letting them get taken away by other aggressive men because you are too
passive, this book will help you turn things around in your life! Scroll up and click Buy
Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
What happens when the human brain, which evolved over eons, collides with twentyfirst-century technology? Machines can now push psychological buttons, stimulating
and sometimes exploiting the ways people make friends, gossip with neighbors, and
grow intimate with lovers. Sex robots present the humanoid face of this technological
revolution—yet although it is easy to gawk at their uncanniness, more familiar
technologies based in artificial intelligence and virtual reality are insinuating themselves
into human interactions. Digital lovers, virtual friends, and algorithmic matchmakers
help us manage our feelings in a world of cognitive overload. Will these machines,
fueled by masses of user data and powered by algorithms that learn all the time,
transform the quality of human life? Artificial Intimacy offers an innovative perspective
on the possibilities of the present and near future. The evolutionary biologist Rob
Brooks explores the latest research on intimacy and desire to consider the interaction of
new technologies and fundamental human behaviors. He details how existing artificial
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intelligences can already learn and exploit human social needs—and are getting better
at what they do. Brooks combines an understanding of core human traits from
evolutionary biology with analysis of how cultural, economic, and technological contexts
shape the ways people express them. Beyond the technology, he asks what the
implications of artificial intimacy will be for how we understand ourselves.
In this Shocking and often controversial book International Hypnotist Jonathan Royle
(formerly known as Alex-Leroy) reveals many tried, tested and proven to work secrets
of Body Language, Psychological Trickery, Verbal Persuasion and other proven ways
to achieve Sexcess. You will learn the Art of Speed Hypnotic Seduction, Mastering your
Inner Game as a PUA Pick Up Artist and much, much more. Whether your Male or
Female, Straight, Gay or Bisexual this book can truly help you achieve the reality of
getting Laid 365+ Times a Year with different Sexual Partners. Due to the powerful
contents of this book, it is sold for entertainment and informational research purposes
only and by purchasing you agree that should you use any of the contents it is entirely
at your own risk and your own responsibility. If you ever wanted to know how to develop
a truly hypnotic personality and magnetic attraction of sexual partners this is the book
for you. It also has a useful guide to using Self-Hypnosis in order to overcome Habits,
Fears, Addictions and of course Sexual Problems. And there are proven Strategies and
Techniques to enable you to become the best lover that your partners will ever have the
pleasure to sleep with. Combining Body Language with NLP, Hypnotic Language and
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Verbal Persuasion Skills you'll be a true Sexpert after reading this book.
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